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42. In thanking the World Assembly on behalf of the Government and people of 
Austria for her election, the President said that the documentation for the 
Assembly indicated that the needs of the elderly and aging would increase and that 
all nations would be affected in the long run. She emphasized that the 
deliberations of the Assembly should be aimed not only at policy-makers but also at 
the mass media, social planners, influential groups and, most important, the 
average citizen; she hoped that the Assembly would alert world public opinion to 
the developmental and humanitarian aspects of the phenomenon of aging. The 
Assembly should arouse the consciousness of the world for the benefit of the 
aging. It should spare no effort to live up to the expectation and hopes placed in 
it. Failure would not only put its credibility at risk, but would also have a 
detrimental effect on the United Nations itself. Millions of people throughout the 
world expected tangible results 

























element of society. Aging should no longer be regarded as a disease: thanks to 
the 

dependant (whether on the family or on the State), the longer would that person 
retain a sense of self-assurance, self-reliance and individuality and avoid the 
feeling of uselessness and isolation which had been 







































173. When introducing the Committee's report he provided some supplementary 
information that had been communicated since the report had been prepared. Marino, 

telegram from a Permanent wpresentative, an Ambassador, a Minister 
other than the Foreign Minister or from a Permanent Mission, Embassy or Ministry of 
the State concerned had been hreceivd hi hrespecthofhthehrepresenateivdshof

hBurundi,hGuinea,hmgo,hUnitd hRepublichofcCameroonhan hZambia.hHehaddd hthaththe
h r e l e v a n t h s u b p a r a g r a p h sof the Credentials Committee's report should be considered 

in the light of this supplementary information and rectified accordingly. su0.3462  Tc 0.0ir -0.346 Tw94of the the World Assembly, after taking note of the 
supplementary information, approved the report of the Credentials Committee (for 
the 







184. Another aspect of the World Assembly merited attention, It was one'of the few 
occasions on which an issue of global impact and importance had been considered by 
the international community at a relatively early stage, before it was too late. 
The whole this'forward-looking Assembly were most encouraging 
to the international community. 

185. He referred to the basic principles of the International Plan of Action on 
Aging , namely that the ultimate aim of economic growth or development was the 
constant improvement of the well-being of the entire population; that the process 
of economic growth or development must always promote human dignity; that the 
change in population structures could have a significant effect on economic growth, 
the composition of the labour force , patterns of 











































Recommendation 18 

Governments should: 

(a) Ensure that food and household products, installations and equipment 
conform to standards of safety that take into account the vulnerability of the aged3 

(b) Encourage the safe use of medications, household chemicals and other 
products by requiring manufacturers to indicate necessary warnings and instructions 
for use; 

(c) Facilitate the availability of medications, hearing aids, dentures, 
glasses and other prosthetics to the elderly so that they can prolong their 
activities and independencet 

(dl Restrain the intensive promotion and other marketing techniques primarily 
aimed at exploiting the meagre resources of the elderly. 

Government bodies should co-operate with non-governmental organizations on 
consumer education programmes. 

The international organizations concerned are urged to pranote collective 
efforts by their Member States to protect elderly consumers. 
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linguistic or other links, with respect to their aging Population would be a 
particularly fertile form of international co-operation. Resides the transfer of 
specific skills and technologies, the exchange of experience regarding the wide 
array of Practices relating to aging could also constitute an area for technical 
co-operation among developing countries. In regions which include both developed 
and developing countries side by side, the rich opportunities for mutual learning 
and co-operation in training and research should be vigorously explored. 

Recommendation 55 

Intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations should take the necessary 
measures to develop trained personnel in the field of aging, and should strengthen 
their efforts t0 disseminate information on aging, and particularly to the aging 
themselves. 

E&commendation 56 

Retirees' and elderly people’s organizations should be involved in planning 
and carrying out such exchanges of information. 

Recommendation 57 

The implementation of several recommendations will require trained personnel 
in the field of aging. Practical training centres should be promoted and 
encouraged, where appropriate facilities already exist, to train such personnel, 
especially from developing countries , who would in their turn train others. These 
centres would also provide updating and refresher courses and act as a practidal 
bridge between and among developed and developing regions; they would be linked 
with appropriate United Nations agencies and facilities. 

Recommendation 58 

At national, regional and and policy formulation and management. 

Recommendation 59 

Training in all aspects of gerontology and geriatrics should be encouraged and 
given due prominence at all levels in all educational programmes. Governments and 
competent authorities 

are called upon to encourage new or existing institutions to 
Pay special attention to appropriate training in gerontology and geriatrics. 

3. Research 

84. The Plan of Action gives high priority to research related to developmental 
and humanitarian aspects of aging. Research activities are instrumental in 
formulating, evaluating and implementing policies and programmes: (a) as to the 
implications of the aging of the Population for development and (b) as to the needs 
of the aging. Research into the social, economic and health aspects of aging 
should be encouraged to achieve efficient uses of resources, improvement in social 
and health measures, including the prevention of functional decline, age-related 
disabilities, illness and Poverty, and co-ordination of the Services involved in 
the care of the aging. 
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World Assembly on Aging, in order to be ready to facilitate the planning, 
implementation and evaluation of the activities recommended by the World Assembly. 

H. mle of international and regional co-operation 

1. Global action 

94. International co-operation in the implementation of the programme of action on 
the establishment inter alia of a new international economic order and of the 
International Development Strategy for the Third United Nations Development Decade, 
based on the peaceful co-existence of States having different social systems, is 
essential to achieving the goals of the Plan of Action and c  Tw3099  TTr 69.1262 0  TD 3  Tr -0.62aus9 0  TD 3  Tr -00.5219  Tw (Action ec2ake0  TD 3  Tr -0.6289  Tc 0.0228  Tw  (the ) Tj0  Tr 28 0  TD 3  Tr -0.5671  Tc -0.0493  Tw 3.5219  Tw 091tion ec55 m0  TD 3  Tr -0.6289  Tc 0.0228  Tw (of ) Tj0  Tr 20.1254 0  TD 3  Tr  3 0.38  T2057  Tc 0.404  Tw (e(inter ) ) T5 20.125bil258r2 0  TD 3  Tr -0.1536  Tc 0.3433  Tw  (and ) Tj0  Tr 27.1255 0  TD 3  Tr -0.3229  Tc -0.3342  Tw240stems, )44 Tr 34.1multil258r2 0  TD 3  Tr -0.6289  Tc 0.0228  Tw 370an a n d  and 7 0 3 d  t h e  

United Nations system. Such co-operation could take the form of direct assistance 
(technical or financial), in response to national or regional requests, 
co-operative research, or the exchange of information and experience. 

95. The General Assembly, the eonomic and Social muncil and all its appropriate 
subsidiary bodies, in particular the Commission for Social Development, the 
Governing Council of the Uhited Nations Development Programme, and the legislative 
and policy-making bodies bofbthebconcernedbspecializedbagences pand

bintergovernmentalborganisation bareburged btobgivebcarefulbconsideration btobthebPlan
bofpActionpandbtobensurepanpappropriatepresponsebtobit.b6.2bInbviewbofbtheprolebthatbthebCentre bfor bSocial bDevelopmentpandpHumanitarianbAffairsbofbthebDepartmentbofbInternational bEconomicpandbSocialbAffairsbhaspbeen

bplayng bwithinbthepUnitedpNation bsystem binbmattersbrelatedbtobthebagng ,it should 
be strengthened in order to continue to serve as the focal 

point for activities in 
that respect; to this end the Secretary-General of the IBited Mtions is requested, 
within the existing global resources of the United Nations, to give due 
consideration to the provision of appropriate increased resources for 

















Old age also has its favourable aspects. It is the time when men and women 
may reap the harvest of the experience of their whole life, make an apportionment 
between what is essential and what is subsidiary and attain a level of great wisdom 
and deep serenity. It is the period when they c 3  Tr -0.5469 Tj0  Tr 35 0  TD 3  Tr -0.2012  Tc 079  Tr -0.4799  Tc -0.151  Tc -0.18931bevote -0.6074  Tc -0.0023  Tw (when ) Tj Tr 12.2502 0  TD 3  Tr -0.5593  Tc 3  Tw (great ) Tj0  Tr 40.2507 0  TD 3  Tr -0.3612  Tc 0.0228  Tw (of ) Tj0 419 21.8754654.18931beTr -0.5469  Tc87  Tw (they ) Tj Tr 21 0  TD 3  Tr -0.3099  Tc -0.3494  Tw (the ) Tj0228  32.375100  TD 3  Trr -0.3349  Tc75  Tw (
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and that other resources of the human being are slighted or looked down upon. Such 

a climate is at variance with the well-being and fruitfulness of old age and 
necessarily engenders withdrawal, the painful feeling of uselessness and, 
ultimately, despair. It must be stressed once again, however, that it is the whole 
of society which deprives itself of enriching and regulating elements when it 
presumes to recognize only its young and adult members in full possession of their 
strength as sound assets for its development and to rank the others among the 
unproductive, whereas numerous experiments, scientifically conducted, prove the 
contrary. 

XI 

In my apostolic exhortation Familiaris consortia, I said that, because of the 
divine origin of the human family, its essence and purposes are of the family, 

each according to his or her own gift, have the grace and responsibility of 
building, day by day, the communion of persons , making the family 'a school of 
deeper humanity'" (paras. 17 and 21). 

IhiS offers a 

prOSpect of the opportunities which the family affords to the 
elderly, in terms of both the faithful support which they are entitled to expect 
from it and their potential contribution to the life and function of the family. 
Admittedly, the conditions for the integration of the elderly into the households 
Of their children or other relatives integration other the children or other c90455  T27-03861Tjd0uty Tr tn,.1257 0rT0.85713  0 1 947.31.02280.3945/F0 12.39f  Tc190.1026  Tw487r for the the in2e they can 

give family members the benefit of affection and wisdom, 
understanding and indulgence r advice and comfort, faith and prayer, which are for 
the most part the special gifts of those in the evening of life. In so doing, they 
also help to restore to honour, above all by their example, qualities that are 
often undervalued today, such as being a good listener, self-effacement, serenity, 
generosity, inwardness and discreet and radiant joy, Furthermore, the regular or 
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